
dēzl™ 780 LMT-S 

7" GPS Truck Navigator 

Large-screen GPS Truck Navigator 

Premium 7” truck navigator with 
powered magnetic mount and free 
lifetime map updates¹ 
Free live services, such as traffic and 

weather, via the Smartphone Link app¹  

Customized Truck Routing                                  

To help you make the most of its high-

resolution, pinch-to-zoom display, dēzl 

780 LMT-S comes preloaded with maps 

that also include truck-related route warnings — such as bridge 

heights, sharp curves, steep grades and more — for most major 

roads and highways. Just enter your vehicle profile information 

(customizable by height, weight, length, width and hazardous 

materials), and find truck-preferred routes suitable for the size, 

load and weight of your truck2.  

Easy Break Planning with timely notifications plus a Truck & 

Trailer Services directory, searchable by brand or amenity (e.g., 

“Flying J” or “showers”) Control dēzl 780 with your voice, and 

enjoy Bluetooth® hands-free calling3, smart notifications and 

built-in Wi-Fi® for easy map and software updates without a 

computer. 

 

Distributed by: 

 

More information: 

www.verityrvs.com/smg7g 

 

Verity offers the 5” version as well:  SMG5G 



 

 

 

 

Works with Garmin eLog™ compliant ELD (sold separately) for 

subscription-free Hours of Service (HOS) recording with no 

smartphone or tablet required. 

Other Features include: Add a Backup Camera, Fleet  

Dispatch and Track, Find a Service Facility, Easy Break  

Planning, Built in Bluetooth, Built-in Wi-Fi, Works with  

Garmin eLog Compliant ELD. Navigate with Ease 

The navigator includes detailed maps of North America4, 

millions of Foursquare® POIs and new TripAdvisor® ratings 

for restaurants, hotels, and attractions along a route or near 
a destination. 
1To access Garmin Live Services, you must download the Smartphone Link app to your compatible Bluetooth® and 

GPS-enabled smartphone (sold separately) 
2Not available in all areas. Entering your truck’s profile characteristics does not guarantee your truck’s characteristics 
will be accounted for in all route suggestions. Always defer to all posted road signs and road conditions. 
3Requires Bluetooth®-enabled smartphone (sold separately) 
4Map coverage includes preloaded street maps for the U.S., Mexico, Canada, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Cayman 

Islands and Bahamas 

Warrantied by Garmin only. 

The convenience of voice-activated 

navigation lets you control your dēzl 780 LMT-

S truck navigator with simple voice commands, 

so your hands can stay on the wheel — while 

your eyes remain safely focused on the road. 

 

 

 

 

 

More information: 

www.verityrvs.com/smg7g 

 

Verity offers the 5” version as well:  SMG5G 


